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Abstract
The NREN community has been building and championing the federated identity management ecosystem for the
past decade. This has led to great advances in online identity. Indeed, the model is so successful that it is seeing
broad adoption in both enterprise environments as well as in the consumer identity landscape. Cloud service
providers increasingly offer federated authentication by default rather than on request from existing federations.
Two of the cornerstones of federated identity are the concepts of attributes and attribute release. When a user is
authenticated at his or her identity provider the IdP not only affirms successful authentication but also releases
attributes about the user, such as, for instance, their full name, their affiliation and their e-mail address. This
gives service providers the opportunity to base their authorisation decisions on a rich set of information about the
user. Attribute release is strictly regulated by the policies governing identity federations. Most federations herald
the principle of minimal disclosure, only releasing those attributes required by the service provider to be able to
make authorisation decisions about the user. This protects user privacy. In some cases, federations go one step
further and require users to give consent before their attributes are released.
Up until now, attribute-based authentication has been mostly limited to online identity federations. It has also
been mostly limited to static attributes describing the user, stored at their identity provider. There are a number
of movements in the academic arena that want to take attribute-based authentication further, expanding its use to,
for example, offline scenarios like public transport ticketing. We are interested in keeping up to date with these
developments as they may prove to be relevant for our constituency. To that end, we are participating in a project
that aims to expand attribute-based authentication to the world of NFC-capable smart cards. The main driver for
this project is to come up with privacy-friendly alternatives to, for instance, the Dutch Public Transport Chip
Card (“OV chipkaart”). SURFnet’s participation in this project is in the context of a project we call
“Authentication Beyond Basic Attributes”. This project looks at cutting edge technologies that take the attribute
model beyond what is currently done in identity federations.
In this project, we collaborate with the Radboud University in Nijmegen and TNO (Netherlands Organisation for
Applied Scientific Research) in Groningen and are helping them pilot a technology they call “IRMA”, which
stands for “I Reveal My Attributes” [1]. IRMA strives to offer a fast implementation of privacy-friendly and
secure attribute-based authentication technologies on an NFC-capable smart card. Their solution is based on two
technologies, one from IBM, called Idemix [2], and one from Microsoft called U-Prove [3]. Both technologies
work in a similar fashion and have the following key properties:
•
•
•
•

Use of (non-identifying) attributes is untraceable
Integrity, authenticity, confidentiality and non-transferability of attributes is guaranteed
Attributes are only stored locally, on the smart card and are under the user’s control
The user is in control; he/she voluntarily selects and loads attributes onto the card

To achieve these properties the technologies rely on novel cryptographic techniques such as blind signatures and
zero-knowledge proofs. The most important concept in IRMA is that of credentials. Credentials form a set of
coherent attributes released by a single issuer. The structure of a credential is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 - IRMA credential
As the figure shows, a credentials consists of 3 key elements:
•
•
•

A secret key that is used to ensure that credentials are non-transferable (cannot be copied from the card)
The attributes associated with the credential
A digital signature by the issuer of the credential, vouching for the authenticity of the attributes

Examples of credentials are:
•
•

An address credential, containing attributes for the country, city, street + number and postal code of the
card holder
An age verification credential, containing attributes that certify that the user is, e.g., over 16, over 18,
over 21 and under 30.

Any subset of attributes from a credential can be released upon approval by the user (this is a called “selective
disclosure”). Also, attributes from multiple credentials can be released simultaneously, for instance, the
“country” attribute from the first example above could be combined with the “over 18” attribute from the other
example to create a privacy-friendly “wietpas”1 under the condition that the country is “NL”.
Two more important properties of the IRMA card are issuer-unlinkability (the issuer of a credential cannot track
where, when and which attributes were released by a user) and multi-show-unlinkability (service providers
cannot collude to build a profile on the user by comparing attributes released by the user to trace them).
We are currently (Fall of 2012) working on a pilot of this technology, where students of a research master track
in Digital Security (called the Kerckhoffs’ Master) are issued a smart card with the IRMA application installed.
The smart card is issued with a base credential on it with attributes from our identity federation (SURFconext)
and the students can obtain additional attributes from, for example, the Kerckhoffs’ Master program to indicate
that they are a student of said program. The physical smart card body will not contain any identifying
information other than a photo printed on the front to prove that the person using the card is the legitimate owner
when the card is used in an offline scenario (see Figure 2 below for an example of what the card looks like).

Figure 2 - Example IRMA card with user photo printed on the front

1

The “wietpas” is an ID that allows Dutch citizens over 18 to legally purchase soft drugs from the infamous “Coffee Shops”

In the pilot project students are encouraged to use the card both in online as well as offline scenarios, for
example:
•
•
•

Getting coffee at a reduced price at some of the teaching locations
Free printing for students of the Kerckhoffs’ Master at the Radboud University
Access control to a number of online resources such as a portal for grading teacher performance for
courses

The goal of the pilot project is not to come up with and test an exhaustive list of use cases, rather, we want to
stimulate use of the technology so we can find out how it performs in real life. The use cases above have thus
been specifically tailored to stimulate students to use the card, preferably on a daily basis.
At TNC 2013 we would like to present the results of the pilot project, going into what we learned about using
this kind of technology in a real-life environment. We will also bring a live demonstration to TNC to show
attendees how this technology works. In addition to presenting we will also bring a poster to give attendees the
opportunity to interact with us and experience a demo of the technology outside of the track sessions.
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